Kawasaki kz1100

Wanted this one for myself, no time or money to restore it now Great base to restore or just
finish and ride. Will send photos and details on request. Clean title. Bill of sale as well. Good
compression, ultrasonic cleaned carbs. Sat for over a year after PO installed them. Will need
adjusting and maybe a quick clean up internally? Brand new custom 4 in to 1 headers, brand
new battery. Loads of potential, but I have no time or space to finish it. Just looking to get back
what I have in to it. Had it running today, needs tuning yet. Great sounding motor when it runs,
firing on left 2 only now. Good spark, may be not getting fuel. Black paint with burgundy panels.
New battery. Runs very well. Air shocks, shaft drive, new front tire and good rear tire. Frame
mounted fairing. Good transportation. Call Darrell No emails or text messages. There are plenty
of parts on both bikes. I do not have the titles, will be sold with a bill of sale only. Shaft drive, air
cooled in-line 4, cc. Bike is as original as I can make it and has been well maintained and garage
stored. This bike is ready to ride. The electrical gremlins get excised as they appear and as such
the bike has a new battery, voltage Did run needs carbs gone through. Some things I had to
replace too much to list but everything except stator,rear shocks are all original Kawasaki oem.
Dont expect something shiny and pretty its 38 yrs old in original condition which is good.
Please contact Jamie by phone Wiseco Hayabusa front end swap with cognito moto triples 2k in
parts right there. Starts right up and hauls ass. Does have an oil leak that can be fixed with new
gaskets. Bought as a project bike but now have a newborn so I dont have t Email Poster
Message. The Kawasaki Kz or Z is a motorcycle made in Japan by Kawasaki , manufacturing
commenced in September for the model year. Some of the significant differences between the
KZ and the KZ include that the has a heavier crankshaft for less engine vibration, smoother
acceleration and a larger displacement as a result of increasing the cylinder bore from 66mm to
70mm. The received a rear disc brake. There were various configurations of specifications and
assembly, such as having the choice between chain-drive and shaft-drive. Kawasaki swapped
the traditional exhaust available on Z1 and KZ for the Jardine exhaust which came standard on
the KZB on the LTD and quiet and restrictive muffler on the A1 and A2 as shown in the top
photo in this article. The frame on the KZ was a conventional featherbed duplex cradle design,
but was not significantly changed in over 30 years of production in terms of basic geometry.
The Kawasaki ZH was the first mass-produced fuel-injected motorcycle in the world an also
Kawasaki's first fuel injected motorcycle. The model was designated KZR2 with cams and a
cylinder head from the GPzB2, boosted power from to at rpm. The bike had a limited run of , and
was named after the Eddie Lawson Superbike. The front tire is size MN, and the back tire is size
MR The KZ had optional dealer installed Windjammer brand fairing, saddle bags, sissy bar and
highway bars. Highway bars were also used for comfort on long trips and sometimes held
additional lighting. Styling characteristics are the front fairing, black engine finish, the 4-into-1
factory exhaust system and cast wheels. Following the success of the original Z, Kawasaki
developed the "Z1-R" as a new top model that would set standards in design and performance.
This emphasized motorcycle with a fixed half-shell fairing was only available with a metallic
silver-blue paint. Although the design was well received from the potential buyers, sales
remained unsatisfactory after tests in motorcycle magazines. They criticized the poor engine
performance and the small fuel tank. Magazine tests showed all three competing bikes to be
quicker in the [ quarter mile] performance test. In response, the company quickly introduced the
semi-production, turbocharged Z1R-TC. They had a number of technical problems, including
electromagnetic interference between some radios that caused problems for the ignition
system. That said, with a relatively light weight, comfortable seat, good cornering clearance and
powerful engine, it remained so popular for the police market that it remained in production
until Fourteen of the motorcycles in Mad Max were Zs. The bikes were donated by a local
Kawasaki dealer and modified in appearance by Melbourne business La Parisienne; one as a
police bike ridden by 'The Goose', and thirteen for members of the Toecutter's gang, played by a
real motorcycle club called the Vigilantes. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article
needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Main article: Kawasaki
police motorcycles. Motorcycle Classics. Retrieved Retrieved 1 February Archived from the
original on October 13, Retrieved October 12, Retrieved September 13, Archived from the
original on Retrieved 13 March Archived from the original on 4 February Categories : Kawasaki
motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: CS1 maint: unfit URL CS1
German-language sources de Articles needing additional references from November All articles
needing additional references All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from May Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Kawasaki
Heavy Industries. Z Z1- R. Year Type. Kawasaki Tomcat ZX Ninja ZXF thru to GPz Turbo. Ninja R
thru to GTR Concours thru to Numbers matter, even subtle numbers. Like the difference

between 1,cc and cc. In addition to this minor adjustment to meet racing rules, just about
everything else on the motorcycle had been changed as well, with the exception of the 66mm
stroke. But the competition was getting fierce. Move up to , and the new J model was an
absolute delightâ€”a street bike with Superbike potential. It may have taken them a couple of
years, but it was time well spent. First, as always, more power. They lightened the crankshaft by
hollowing out some bits, used a pork-chop flywheel rather than the previous full-circle design,
and in the end shaved 4. Bigger valves went in the two-valve heads, and bigger, lighter,
aluminum-bodied 34mm constant-velocity Mikuni carburetors were fitted. They fiddled with the
camshaft timing so more gas could be stuffed into the combustion chambers and compressed
9. End result: almost 25 percent more horsepower, from 83 to at 8, rpm. Mind you, those were
Kawasaki numbers probably taken off the crankshaft, as the rear-wheel determination was more
like 80 horses. All agree that this modern electronic arrangement was far better than previous
ignitions, especially with multi-cylinder engines. Exhaust used a four-into-two system, with a
muffler on each side of the rear wheel. Primary drive was by straight-cut gears, efficient albeit a
bit noisy, and an extra plate was added to the clutch. Five gears moved the power along, from a
No kickstarter was included, as riders now understood that the electric leg was very reliable.
The output shaft was beefed up, and a new chain with a breaking strength increased by more
than 1, pounds went to the rear wheel. Chain technology development was going gangbusters
at this point, as engines were generating more than very stressful horsepower. Second, the
chassis. The diameter of the steel tubes in the frame was increased for better cornering rigidity,
while the wall thickness was reduced. Stiffer frame with less weight; good thinking. The steering
head, now using tapered roller bearings, was strengthened with two gussets and had a rake of
According to the spec sheets, wheelbase was The front fork was enlarged to 38mm, and
anti-stiction bushings were at top and bottom. It had 5. A pair of 9. Third, rider comfort. This was
not a racer, but a sportbike intended for the weekend riderâ€”who might well want to put a few
hundred miles on between Saturday morning and Sunday evening. To this end the front of the
crankcase was rubber mounted to the full-cradle frame, eliminating much of the inevitable
vibration. Handlebars were at a useful level, allowing for comfortable riding during this mph era.
Up front a speedometer, fuel gauge and tachometer were very readable, with the speedo going
as high as 85 mphâ€”when in fact would have been more truthful. A pleasantly large gas tank
held 5. Choke if cold, turn the key, push the button and a very melodious sound emanated from
the mufflers. An average rider would certainly enjoy his or her day in the saddle, while a more
competent person would like the extremes to which the J could be pushed. Kawasaki also built
30 real-racer versions to sell to qualified racers, which were certainly not street-legal. Then the
ZX bikes came along, and the only KZ left was the police versionâ€”which could still pull over a
speeding motorist with ease. This one must have sat in a warehouse or at a dealership until or
so as it was not titled until then. These must have been slow sellers, as this bike was not titled
until Sure is a nice rider though especially for someone like me whose only reference is Harleys
and s two strokes! Didnt know t was a j Rebuilt braking system needed it bad from sitting. Test
ride the damn bike, strange idle and speed. Look up Ralph Roneo in Norwich Ct. Hes the best
and very fair. Wait until you see his Z1 and J bikes. Anyone looking for a. I have a bunch of
parts for a kz LTD. Engine has around 12, miles I have a tank, seat , front and rear brakes, front
and back fenders, speedo , tack, chain guard, blinkers. And more. Have carbs for engine. Steph,
I would be interested in your KZJ for sale. How can we connect? Maybe you can message me on
my Facebook page HubCityMusic. I used to have a KZJ bike. Unfortunately, it had a tendency to
pogo in the curves due to frame flex. Excellent everyday commuter bike however, for the time.
The police specials were still being produced for many years after Because it was a good solid
bike. Millage is around 30k. Plan is to convert to either Scrambler or maybe a Cafe Racer after I
go through the engine. It has been sitting for close to 10 years but ran great when parked. If
interested let me know. I would be interested in 13k mile J ryanreedbb gmail. I own the bike
featured here and would be selling to sell it. Cosmetically, its an 8 or so and runs excellent. My
e-mail is lewmartincic aol. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U. Rider Magazine. Just picked up a
Kj bobtail roller. Needing an engine.. Have the whole bike for sale.. Mike, You still have this J for
sale? Long shot I knowâ€¦. Any chance you have the triple trees off of the bike? Looking for a
set. I have a KZJ for sale. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have
entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New? Clement Salvadori - February
19, Clement Salvadori - February 17, Privacy Preferences I Agree. Make Kawasaki. Model KZ
Model Kz This bike is not for the faint of heart. It started life as a hp Kawasaki KZ At 36, miles, it
was completely rebuilt into an absolute monster. Performance and chassis mods are detailed
below. Had my fun. Need to gain back some garage space. Willing to negotiate. Make
Harley-Davidson. Model Ultra Classic Electra Glide. When your mother made you finish

everything on your plate, she was preparing you for bigger things. Open wide. Spacious
hardbags. Comfort-stitched seat with wraparound passenger backrest. Electronic passenger
controls. Hope you're still hungry. There's more. Vented fairing lowers to keep legs cool on hot
days. Cruise control. CB intercom. And for the main course: six gears of Milwaukee-brewed,
cubic-inch V-Twin. Make your mother proud. Model Heritage Softail Classic. Enjoy mile after
mile with a large capacity five-gallon Softail fuel tank. The Softail tank is also dripping with
authentic Harley-Davidson style. Another of the many great features of this classic motorcycle
is the detachable motorcycle windshield. You can remove the Harley Heritage Softail windshield
for a new look. Learn more about the style and functional components found on this bike. Make
Honda. Model VTX R. Vance and Hines pipes. Aftermarket back rest by Honda. Well taken care
of and mint is the word! Always garage kept. Make Ducati. Clean Bike in Mate Black in color. I
can throw Helmet and a Spare cover with it. Make Star Motorcycles. This has miles on it. It was
there when I bought it two years ago from the original owner. It looks like it may have been from
a tie down strap. I tried to take a picture of it but it would not show up due to glare. If you do not
know where it is, you will never see it. I only put miles on this bike in two riding season. I do not
have enough time to ride. This has engine guards and a mustang seat. I also added a driver
backrest. There is not known mechanical problems with this bike. It was just inspected. Make
Yamaha. Model Sell or trade for a sport quad or bigger. Thanks for looking. It's battery is dead
and needs a couple small things done like a carb clean but otherwise is a beautiful bike. I want
to keep it but im in the military and am being moved out of state. Comes with two helmets Extra
frame Two gas tanks And a box of other small spare parts All included in the price above. Runs,
will need carb adj. Has miles on it. Dent in right tank side. Needs seat recovered. New,
uninstalled tire included. This is a 33, mile all-original Kawasaki KZ A2. Bike has been
completely gone through since purchased in May It is perfect, without a scratch or flaw in the
paint. The bike won the award at the WiseGuyz show and it was the only motorcycle there. This
bike turns heads. That fact, along with the all-original new in the box Vetter fairing painted to
match make it a one-of-a-kind bike. It looks, starts, runs, and rides like new. I would love to sell
this restored bike to someone who will appreciate it and take care of it. If you take the time to
see this bike, you will not be disappointed. This bike has 13, miles on it. Runs and drives, has
new plugs. A new rear tire is included not mounted. Will need seat cover - has minor dent in
right side of tank. Great running project, not much work to get you on the road. Model KZ A2.
This listing is for a super nice KZ A2. It runs as good as it looks. Everything works as it should.
It runs super strong and shifts smoothly through all gears. Rides really smooth with the shaft
drive. All this bike needs is a new home!! In the pictures you will see several scratches in the
paint. The right side cover is missing. This is your chance to own a vintage Kawasaki KZ that is
ready to ride. Don't let it get away. In time it will only increase in value if taken care of. Make us
an offer. Ask any questions you may have. Below is a DropBox link with over additional pictures
so you can see every inch of this vintage classic. Copy the link below, paste it in your browser
and hit go. We have plenty of secure storage and we understand it takes time to line up a
shipper. We strive for 5 Star ratings in all our listings. We want you to be satisfied with your
purchase and we try to represent all our items as accurately as possible. Keep in mind this bike
is 33 year old. As with all motor vehicles, this bike is sold as is, where is with no warranty. We
do offer a money back guarantee if you are not satisfied upon your personal inspection before
shipping. Title will be issued within 10 - 20 days and will need to be retitled to our dealership.
When you purchase a pre-owned vehicle it is not a new vehicle. Any used vehicle can have
normal wear and blemishes. Before placing a bid please read the descriptions thoroughly and
view all pictures and email me with any questions. We are not responsable for errors on listings.
Nonpayment buyers will be reported to EBAY for all relisting fees. Customers with zero or
negative feedback on eBay Motors please contact us prior to bidding. Otherwise, we reserve the
right to cancel your bid. Understand this is only to protect the integrity of the auction. Winning
bidder must contact the dealership within 24 hours of the auction close and the purchase
transaction completed within 5 calendar days. We reserve the right to re-list or sell the vehicle
in the event of a non-paying bidder. Our sportbikes carry clean, rebuilt or rebuildable titles for
ease of registering. Thousand Oaks, CA. Lawrenceville, GA. Fairbury, IL. Easton, PA. Alamo,
CA. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Kz
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Kz Category - Engine 96 ci
1, cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine 1, cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine
cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha Model Year - Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make
Kawasaki. Model Kz. Model KZ Give our sales team a call today - or fill out the contact form
below. Model KZ Model Kz I think it can be fixed, but it has been sitting for over 6 years.
Numbers matching, all original bike. Clean as a whistle, and runs beautifully. No cracks or

fading on the seat, no fading on the dials. You have to see it to believe how amazing this
machine is, pictures really don't do it justice. The only thing this bike will need in the future is
intake boots, but it is nothing that is an immediate issue. Electric start fires right up. Bike is
shaft drive. Exhaust was replaced very recently with a Delkevic 4 into 1 system. In beautiful
shape, and sounds gorgeous. I still have original exhaust, which is in good shape. Carbs just
cleaned and synced, petcock rebuilt as well. Comes with new all-weather cover just replaced a
month ago, as well as several extra oil and air filters. Original exhaust is included as well. Any
questions or to see the bike, just contact me. If you can still see this post, it means the bike is
still for sale. This bike is not for the faint of heart. It started life as a hp Kawasaki KZ At 36,
miles, it was completely rebuilt into an absolute monster. Performance and chassis mods are
detailed below. Had my fun. Need to gain back some garage space. Willing to negotiate. The
awesome Ninja ZX14R. That is, if you like that sort of thing. Model Z PRO. Model VN16D7F.
Expect great service. If you are interested in selling or trading your motorcycle, ATV or personal
watercraft, please call Tracy Motorsports at Price not good with any other offers. Only 1 at this
price. Stock K Model KLR Whether your path takes you through urban chaos, mountain serenity
or desert enchantment, the Kawasaki KLR motorcycle is the platform world travelers have
chosen for over 21 years. With its legendary reliability, long distance fuel efficiency, usable
performance and startlingly low price tag, the Kawasaki KLR is simply a smart choice for today?
It's a great looking and affordable Mid-size cruiser. These are very reliable cruisers and very
easy to ride. This cc Kawasaki engine sounds great and delivers awesome performance. Bike
has only miles!!!!!!!!!! It's one of the best looking cruisers out there!!! The V-Twin liquid cooled
engine delivers all the power you need. Finance and warranties available. Delivering a winning
combination of power, agility and adjustability. High-performance liquid-cooled, two-stroke
engine Six-position adjustable handlebar mount adjusts riding positions for taller riders
Sophisticated suspension components with a It's battery is dead and needs a couple small
things done like a carb clean but otherwise is a beautiful bike. I want to keep it but im in the
military and am being moved out of state. Comes with two helmets Extra frame Two gas tanks
And a box of other small spare parts All included in the price above. Day Heights, OH. Grants
Pass, OR. Lawrenceville, GA. Bayfield, CO. Baton Rouge, LA. Greenwood, IN. Memphis, TN.
Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Kz Year Make Kawasaki
Model Kz. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Kz Category Engine 0 cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. All right, you guys.
Even though you might like shaft drive, road maps and all-day rides, I know the truth. You still
like to cut loose and haul ass, don't you? But it's okay, Kawasaki understands that. It's even
built a shaft-drive motorcycle expressly for dashing between Grand Junction and Ruidoso at
mph, whether you're into fairings and such or not. The designation of this new open-field runner
from Kawasaki is KZA. There's more to it, though, than just the itch you get in your right hand at
the prospect of ccs pumping out horsepower. Because this is more than just a warmed-over KZ
Shaft, a bike that acquired its reputation as a long-distance motorcycle by default. The KZ11 is
different. From the beginning, it has been thought of as a touring bikeâ€”not a dresser exactly,
but a motorcycle at home on the open road with or without a fairing. Actually, Kawasaki hung
the appellation "Super Touring" on the KZ11 in its prototype stages, and that term captures the
KZ11 shaftie's attempt to mix roadability with high performance. You'll be able to wrap your
mind around the term supertouring once you point the KZ's front tire in the general direction of
the city limits and give the throttle a mighty yank. Seconds later, you are no longer in the
vicinity. Because the KZ11 doesn't just accelerate, it disappears. Its quarter-mile performance
Kawasaki applied the same sort of thinking to the design of the KZ that it has to its entire
generation of new street bikes. No exotic tricks are called for. Kawasaki engineers long have
been convinced that they had the right components at hand and had simply failed to fit them
together properly. The fundamental verities expressed here are light weight and the right kind of
power. Light weight means a motorcycle that can respond to your demands instead of those of
its own avoirdupois. The right kind of power means an engine that answers your call no matter
what gear you're in or how much weight you're packing. If this is high-performance thinking, so
be it. The KZ11 demonstrates that high-performance thinking can transform a touring bike just
as completely as it does a sport bike. The refitting of the KZ Shaft into KZ11 trim was conducted
with much the same logic as the redesign of the chain-drive Z To begin with, a stronger frame
holds the package together. In broad outline, its configuration is the same as last year, but the
diameter of the frame tubes has been increased to bolster rigidity while their wall thickness has
been trimmed to reduce weight. Comprehensive gusseting of the steering head and two
crossbraces for the top tubes also add to the rigidity of the KZ11's frame. As a result, the
structural link between steering head and swingarm pivot is strong enough to help the front and

rear wheels work with one other instead of against one another. When it came to suspension
philosophy, Kawasaki's engineers attempted to keep the original KZ Shaft from swinging its
weight around by fitting a suspension with a mild rising rate thanks to progressively wound
springs. Even so, the bike wallowed around in the corners like a water buffalo in its favorite mud
hole. The same theory is applied to the KZ11's sus- pension, but this time the hardware is more
sophisticated. An air-spring fork has been fitted to the front of the KZ11 while Kayaba gas
shocks first seen on European Suzuki GSs are attached to the back. The KZ's leading-axle
air-spring fork has a fractionally softer initial spring rate and a fractionally firmer final rate than
last year, but the air-spring feature turns the trick by helping the fork resist bottoming with more
control. A reduction in wheel travel of 20mm also produces a firmer front suspension. And
although a reduction in stanchion tube diameter from 40mm to 38mm seems to promise a
compromise in front-end rigidity, adequate stiffness is attained because the wall thickness of
the stanchion tubes has been increased 1mm. The switch from cast-iron to aluminum triple
clamps also helps keep the fork flex-free and reduce weight. Kawasaki engineers undoubtedly
chose Kayaba gas shocks for the KZ11 because compressed gas without springs as a primary
springing medium offers a much steeper rising rate and also better tunability than springs
alone. Unfortunately, the use of air in such shocks usually compromises their effectiveness,
because the temperature increase under hard use makes suspension action much stiffer. But
because the Kayabas use nitrogen instead of air, this problem is minimized. Air is used only to
fine-tune the shocks for different load capacities through an equalizer line beneath the seat.
Four positions of rebound damping afford even more shock absorber adjustability. The new
suspension units also deliver the capacity for more spring control that a touring bike likely to
carry a fairing, bags and passenger needs. The switch to a inch rear tire and H-rated rubber is
explained by a desire for more load-carrying capacity, but the bottom line is a GVWR of pounds
and a pound increase in load-carrying capacity over the KZ Shaft. While these building blocks
help the KZ fulfill its role as a multi-dimensional touring bike, the piece of hardware that gets
people riled up is the engine. Basically, it duplicates the same thinking apparent in the GPz and
KZ engines with a bit of additional fine-tuning to calibrate it for supertouring. The overall goals
of the redesign were a reduction in vibration and an increase in responsiveness. Kawasaki gave
the Z-1 engine quicker response by trimming five pounds of weight from the crankshaft
flywheelsâ€”especially the web extension on the primary-drive sideâ€”and deleting the
kickstarter. The solution to the vibration problem, though, proved to be rubber isolation mounts
for the engine. All three of the motor mounts down from four last year carry rubber fittings.
Though this measure generally compromises frame rigidity, you might feel better about it if you
know that Kawasaki first experimented with rubber-mounted engines in its endurance-racing
bikes. The KZ engine's incredible power comes from boosting displacement 73cc and funneling
more fuel into the larger cylinders. The engine breathes through ports 2mm larger than before,
intake valves 1mm larger and exhaust valves 2mm larger. Mikuni 34mm constant-velocity
carburetors meter the fuel-air mixture to cylinders with a 0. More power is the obvious result.
Basically, valve lift as well as valve duration are reduced slightly compared to the GPz engine.
And to bolster cylinder charging and thus improve power at low and mid-range rpm, the valves
open and close sooner. The baffling in the KZ11's low-slung exhaust pipes further reinforces
the broad powerband. Though the KZ11 engine isn't as radical as the GPz engine, some fiddling
with the internals was necessary to accommodate the horsepower increase. Last year's
2mmlarger crankpins play a role here as does the increase in height for the engine cases
around the transmission. Most of the changes are in the transmission itself, though. The ratios
of the internal gears have been made shorter, which means they spin faster, reducing their
torque loadings. Making the final-drive ratio slightly taller gives the bike virtually the same
overall gear ratio as before, though, so the bike still spins a modest rpm at 60 mph. The new
engine transforms what had been a freight train into a bullet train. The KZ11 accelerates like a
bandit bike, not a touring bike; and thanks to the rubber engine mounts, cruising at 80 mph isn't
any more annoying than cruising at 45 mph. The real payoff for this performance boost, though,
is an increase in the engine's flexibility. You can lug the motor around town like a Harley or
Yamaha and still have sufficient punch at hand if you need it. And then you can accelerate into a
mph streak like a KZ Precise carburetion is really the key to the goodness of the KZ11 motor.
Kawasaki's exclusive air-suction emissions system cleans up the tailpipe so thoroughly that
ultra-lean carburetor jetting isn't necessary. Kawasaki's four-cylinder engines probably seem
better than they are just because their goodness isn't masked by low-tech carburetion. Like last
year's bike, the KZ11 really shines when straightline stability is called for. A whopping 2. A
reduction in seat padding a trade-off for the stepped seat touring riders prefer accounts for
some of this, but more importantly, the leading-axle fork didn't prove as supple as it should
have considering its softer initial spring rate. Once the fork moved from a dead-stop it felt fine,

but otherwise, stiction kept it from reacting over expansion joints. It could be that this is a
problem that will be cured with more miles, so we will report back once we've racked up more
mileage. The KZ11's cornering capability points up a more dramatic comparison between last
year's KZ Shaft and this year's shaftie, however. It doesn't take burly inputs to get the KZ11
leaned over when you're peeling off for an apex. It is still a heavy bike, but its reactions aren't as
slow as the geometry suggests. The point is, the KZ11's limit is centerstand-scraping
territoryâ€”not just 15 degrees from vertical. The drivetrain also does its bit to heighten the
bike's responsiveness in the corners, for the gearshaft clicks from gear to gear with
characteristic Kawasaki forthrightness while the Kayaba shocks bring the distinctive lurch of
shaft-drive rear-ends under control. In short, you can attack corners on the KZ11 rather than
just ride carefully around them. Once the speedo climbs above 80 mph, though, you feel the
KZ11's touring-bike heritage make its presence known. If you're deliberate, the bike remains
fairly stable. But if you hit a bump at the wrong angle or bobble at the entrance to a corner, the
KZ will start to wobble, though not with infamous Z-1 ferocity. After all, the combination 'of soft
suspension, lots of weight and the fat profile of a inch rear tire will bring you up short no matter
what kind of bike you're riding. To a certain extent, increasing the inflation pressure of the rear
tire and rear suspension will minimize the KZ's antics, but this is still not a crisp motorcycle at
speed. These flaws, however, only point out that this is a super touring bikeâ€”not a superbike.
Speed is definitely the message here, as the powerful engine attests, but the exigencies of mile
vacations demand certain thingsâ€”from shaft drive to soft suspension to an upright riding
position. Even so, the KZ11 still brings to the long-distance market a spirit of high performance
that all other bikes but for the GSG lack. Actually, a comparison with the Suzuki shaftie helps
pin down the KZ11's priorities. As a solo bike, the KZ doesn't offer the same sure-footedness as
the Suzuki shaftie, though it comes closer than others. Yet as a touring mount, the KZ11's
engine and straightline stability make it far more suitable. And, well, if you're into trekking
across the landscape with the throttle to the stop and your Gypsy Scout up to full gain, then
there's nothing that can match the KZ Because when it comes to hauling your gear and hauling
ass at the same time, this is what it's all about. Either way you take it, stripped or dressed, the
KZ misses the mark. As a stripper, it has the maneuverability of a heavyweight, but, ironically,
with the choppy ride of a smaller bike. The fork just doesn't work without the weight of a fairing.
These bikes look cohesive, as if they rolled right off the assembly line ready for the highway. In
comparison, the pieces on the KZ seem like accessories, instead of being integrated with the
bike. Too bad. The concept is sound. Take the Z-1 engine design, refine it, add a shaft and you
get the makings of a fine touring bike. But then you have to take that extra step when you fit the
accessor
bmw n62
chevy traverse owners manual
tire covers for jeep liberty
ies. For me, the Interstate and BMW set a standard that has yet to be duplicated. Standards,
schmandards. And whenever I ride Honda's Interstate I feel so go! Nope, for me a touring
package has to work both waysâ€”which is why I like the KZ The Vetter stuff is a class act, even
if it's tough to figure out how to fold your BVD's into a liter parcel. The fairing works, well, like a
Windjammer; the seat is fine, the ride suppleâ€”I can think of a lot of places I'd like to go on this
Kawasaki. Source Cycle Guide of Home Manufacturer Contact. Kawasaki Z A1. Make Model.
Kawasaki Z A. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 2 valve per cylinder. Bore x Stroke.
Cooling System. Air cooled. Compression Ratio. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front
Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Single air shock 4-way adjustable rebound
damping. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Single mm disc 1 caliper. Front Tyre.
Rear Tyre. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Top Speed.

